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Abstract: Alpha emitters in internal contamination are the main cause of homosexuality. There is a
pattern that can be identified and described precisely as a hormone cloning process, after initial loss
from alpha emitters of testosterone, and development of a painkilling effect through steroid
accumulation with sodomy feeding development of steroidogenic cells. This altogether explains
how homosexuality becomes a self-refeeding bubble. A treatment method is proposed at the end to
break the cycle and help the subject return into heterosexuality.
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1. Introduction

Healing with Magnetic

The case for homosexuality and testosterone levels was made in 1971 by St Louis
researchers, low testosterone levels being associated with homosexuality [1]. The demonstration was incomplete, the scientists then could not determine whether the hormone
differences were “a cause or an effect of homosexuality” [2].
The argument is made here that homosexuality relies on a two-steps pattern, including, firstly, the destruction of testosterone in the bloodstream by alpha emitting nanoparticulates [3], through their shuriken effect (under solar radiation spinning the shuriken
atoms in particular [4]) and through alpha activity altogether and also through the damage that can be triggered by these same alpha emitting nanoparticulates onto gonads, even
though in some cases the bystander effect of the alpha decay impacts onto the glands may
be hypothesized to be a trigger of the proliferation of cells producing such hormones
(making U238 and Th232 particular factors of homosexuality), and, secondly, the brain’s
decision to clone testosterone of other men by receiving body contact with other men or
direct intake of testosterone through sperm.
The rapid study of homosexual pornography, the reading of a diverse group of sexual practices, and of sociological articles on homosexuality1, has helped in the birth of the
results of this article.
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2. The key pattern identified
The endocrine system altogether with blood vessels play a key role in the regulation
of hormonal pulses [5]. This leads to a simple argument, with the described pattern of
hormonal loss with alpha emitting nanoparticulates and their shuriken effect along with
alpha decay impacting endocrine glands, as confirmed by the reputation of Southern
countries to host more homosexuals, especially Greece, a country that is both exposed to
solar activity and to the kinetic spin of the Earth bringing west the NORM-rich sands of
Turkey. The argument on endocrine disruption and transgender identities [6] leads also
to the same results, with a supplementary argument on hormonal disruption and reconstitution through cloning of hormones of another man. It was suggested in 2011 that homosexuality is an endocrine phenomenon [7] but the argument goes beyond, with a combination of endocrine disruption and direct hormonal loss in the bloodstream, along with
reconstitution through the male to male contact and sperm transfer of hormones allowing
the brain and gonads to re-clone the lost hormone, through stem cell proliferation. Sperm
carries testosterone and the study by Adamopoulos, Lawrence and Swyer [8] showed that
azoospermic sperm, without spermatozoids, carries higher testosterone levels. Men exposed to alpha emitters can typically accumulate a proportion of it within the testicles,
where the alpha emitters may destroy the spermatozoids, in particular where they endanger the security of the private parts most directly by staggering at the intersection between
the testicles and the penile organ, where the ligants are. This is somehow opposed to alpha
emitters at the bottom of the testicles, where they may be expected through the bystander
effect to trigger proliferation of cells producing testosterone and spermatozoids altogether. The opposition is established for the benefits of this study, as testicles with too
much alpha emitters at the bottom may also be endangered, with issues related to testicular cancer for instance, in case of refusal to ejaculate correctly. But there is a pattern of
men “preparing” for a donation of testosterone to other men, with a certain behaviour.
Beyond that, the individual rich in alpha emitters may achieve a self-cycling with hormone donations that relies on their richness in alpha emitters, since the testosterone received through exogenous male input is easily cloned at first by stem cells stimulated by
the bystander effect of alpha emitters. The thyroid is a place for stem cells [9] and its dysfunction is directly related with hypogonadism which is intrinsically a characteristic of
the men “preparing for donation” as characterized above, as they necessary gather their
alpha emitters in the intersection between the penile organ and the testicles, deflating their
testicles to allow the rest that allows testosterone production instead of spermatozoid generation (it can be argued that spermatozoids are a direct reflect of the alpha decay, with
the alpha path described by the tail and the particle reflected by its nucleus, this is certainly the main pathway of generation, cells being projected out by the alpha decay into
acrosomes, themselves peripheral cell components of the primal stem cells carrying a sample of the body’s DNA which are targets of the alpha decay). This dysfunction can be
defined as alternation between periods of overproliferation and periods of strong “coldening”. It describes the above phenomenon. See also [11] on stem cells, self renewal and
lineage commitment in the endocrine system, a study which shows the “transplant effect”
to work on mice regarding steroidogenic-like cells generated through skin, blood and
urine-derived cells in humans, a key pattern to understand the argument that this transplant through sodomy is the basic pattern of homosexuality. The authors of [11] quote
another study [12] to show that the central areas of both lobes of the thyroid are the proliferation centers, confirming that the bystander effect is highly involved (through hits on
the peripheral parts of the thyroid).
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3. Steroids as the tree of male homosexuality, alpha emitters feeding root growth
through the bystander effect
Whereas solar neutrons may be argued as having an effect on thyroid cycle variations
and on the endocrine system in the brain, they come together with solar radiation creating
an initial hormone deficit through shuriken spin of the fertile alpha emitters in the blood,
and altogether with that may create a demand for testosterone in conditions of saturation
of alpha emitters (in relation with solar activity levels) allowing for regeneration through
intakes of male cells with a large co-contribution of the intakes of alpha emitters through
the sperm of the donating male altogether, since it can foster even more bystander effect
on the thyroid allowing for hypogonadism and a feeling of strength associated with the
received testosterone and other male components, causing dependence. The steroid boost
in particular is quintessential as it is an anti-inflammatory compound generated by adrenal glands, allowing the maintaining of the sodomy relation in a way not inflammatory
for the receiver. This has to be related not only to the successes in implantation in mice of
steroidogenic-like cells presented in [11] but also to the force-expression of stem cells Sf1
through bystander effect leading to establishment of a steroidogenic lineage ([13] quoted
by [11]). In other words the sodomy relation breeds adrenal glands to stimulate steroids
by bringing alpha emitters together with the hormones to be reproduced near them by
metabolic cloning, altogether with the material for the production of more steroids acting
as anti-inflammatory compound, allowing for the initial pain related to sodomy to be completely forgotten after a few hours with the subject dowsing into his painkilling effect
combinated with the testosterone boost (feeling of being an “Übermensch”). It is also obvious that ejaculation on the thoracic and lumbalgic muscles, a particularly widespread
homosexual practice, is strongly related to stimulation of adrenal glands in relation to
metabolic boosting with more steroids being generated rapidly.
The female homosexuality has to be seen quintessential as a political reaction to the
neglectal of the clitoris by men, and the related choice of sexual partners more informed
on it, that accept in particular its full erection, with lengths equivalent to the male penis.
They express the deficits in heterosexual practice through this practice.
Male steroids however feed a closure, in a syndrome similar to opioid addiction. It is
certain that the electric shock stimulation policy favours displacement of the alpha emitters outside their usual pockets of staggering, favoring possibly a (temporary at least) return to nature of the individual but it remains that the demand of more steroids to kill the
pain associated with the electric shock is a possibility, making null the operation. Electric
shocks toward the bottom (to direct the alpha emitters toward the urinary system) along
with a delivery of more efficient painkillers, cannabidiol in particular, are certainly more
likely to succeed in treating homosexuality, the subject being asked to then excrete but
magnetic acupuncture to take out the alpha emitters with precise targeting of the areas
should also be proposed, with the direct electron-powered needle extraction of the alpha
emitters from around the thyroid, adrenal glands and back of the spine proposed as simple pattern, and small deliveries of cannabidiol altogether to compensate the vascular
damage from needle penetration in particular.
It may also be considered that homosexuality is a result of initial sex ratio mechanics
with overpopulation with male babies, and a hypothesis on the reallocation of “remaining
males” with other males, but this was shown to be related to increased levels of pollution
with alpha emitting nanoparticulates (see [14] and [15] in particular). It may also be seen
as a survival pattern of the human genome in contexts where the mutation risk is particularly high – refusing reproduction to save the patrimony of the species. The high homosexuality practice in Ancient Rome has obviously to be related to the relatively high levels
of radioactivity that can be sampled in some areas of Rome (in a proportion sometimes
close to the levels achieved with the granites of the areas more to the South of Italy – levels
of 0,2 microSv/h were recorded near the Trevi spring, with radon in particular being key
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(see also [16])). The emergence of hierarchized family types of the “stem” type with early
differentiation and the last child being sent to priesthood, which is typical of the core of
Europe [17], also has to be related to the above-average levels of natural radioactivity
feeding fall into homosexuality of some subjects and transfer of these into priesthood. The
rise in worldwide volcanism, starting from the Mount Paektu super-eruption in 946, is
clearly linked to the later full institutionalization of priest chastity in the Church, with
fallout with alpha emitters (more present in that volcanic plume, because of the mild underground hydratation of the northern edge of the Korean peninsula) causing acute demand for a containment policy.
The frequent argument in gender rings that “lesbianism is political” simply confirms
very much the above argument on the weak, inaudible attempts at driving back the clitoris
in the center of the debate to actually support normal sexuality, with some recent evolutions associated to the symbolic exhibition of non-erect clitorises. Sometimes political
movements demand exegesis and the obviousness of the taboo of feminine sexuality requires that here.
4. Conclusion
There are hopes that nuclear cores allowing full conversion of alpha emitters into
energy (see also [18] on energy losses with human flesh and blood added) will allow to
reduce to zero on the long term the root cause of male homosexuality i.e. airborne alpha
emitters and encourage depuration through the above-proposed patterns of male homosexuals in particular. Male understanding of the clitoris erection (see also [19] - prostatic
stimulation without introduction near the bone spine and adrenal glands of alpha emitters
or sperm, permitting controlled pleasure with sustained orgasmic waves) is the supplementary element that should definitively prevent the re-emergence of homosexuality,
along with the proposed therapies with either electric shocks or magnetic acupuncture,
combined with cannabidiol.
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